
SESSION # TIME SESSION TITLE

PRE-
REGISTERED 

MEAL
5:00 - 6:00 (Sign up sheet located at the Welcome Center)

1 6:00 - 7:00 THAT'S IMPOSSIBLE
BREAK 7:00 - 7:10

2 7:10 - 8:10 THE HORROR OF THE FLOOD

9:00 - 9:45
Combined S.S.

BREAK 9:45 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:15

Church Service

5 5:30 - 6:30 THE GRAND CANYON
BREAK 6:30 - 6:40

6 6:40 - 7:30 SPIDERS!

WEST MISSIONARY CHURCH
4295 W. State Road 218
Berne, IN 46711
www.westmissionarychurch.com

See reverse side for session details.

"THE STRICKEN EARTH" WEEKEND SCHEDULE

Childcare will be provided for nursery and preschool aged children.

SATURDAY EVENING

SUNDAY MORNING

SUNDAY EVENING

3

4

HOW EVOLUTIONIZED ARE YOU?

STRICKEN EARTH

Creationist, Mike Snavely
(Inductee into the Creation Science Hall of Fame)

Bring the whole family, friends, and neighbors.
Know how to defend your faith with scientifc evidence!

March 16 & 17



"THE STRICKEN EARTH" SESSION DESCRIPTIONS

THAT'S IMPOSSIBLE | Sat. 6:00 PM
Animals display incredible variety.  This includes the amazing aspect of instinct, which each 

animal possesses uniquely.  Some, however, go beyond this and enter the world of symbiosis, 
especially "mutualism" - when creatures need each other to survive!  It is inconceivable to 
imagine that both instinct and symbiosis just randomly happened, unguided by a Designer!  

This session closes with a twist on what many people think is impossible with God's 
involvement with the issues found in Gensis 1-12.

THE HORROR OF THE FLOOD | Sat. 7:10 PM
Could you explain where the water for a world-wide flood would have come from, and where it 

all went?!  Many Christians can’t.  Understanding the flood (the purpose, the causes, the 
aftermath and the evidence) is very important to an understanding of a biblically sound 

creation model.  This session covers the basics about this event, and also includes a video & 
PowerPoint presentation on the “Hydroplate Theory”.  This theory is a biblically accurate and 

scientifically feasible portrayal of the flood event. 

HOW EVOLUTIONIZED ARE YOU? | Sun. 9:00 AM
This is a multiple-choice quiz (!) - designed as an interactive activity for a whole group.  

Twenty+ questions are placed on a screen, with various possible answers.  Sometimes the 
correct answer will surprise you.  Designed as an enjoyable activity, it will also help to sharpen 

what you really know about the creation issue.  

STRICKEN EARTH| Sun. 10:00 AM
The earth is wearing out, just like the Bible said it would.  The earth is undergoing changes that 

can be seen everywhere -- Why do volcanoes erupt?  Why are there earthquakes and 
tsunamis?  Why do rocks fall from the sky?  What are comets?  Why are there unique weather 
patterns?  And, is the earth warming?  If so, why?  Why are all continents shifting toward the 

Pacific? What produces El Niños?  The answers are all related, and might surprise you!

THE GRAND CANYON | Sun. 5:30 PM
This is one of the most breathtaking and perplexing sites in the world.  Standard geological 

explanations for its formation are wrong, and most creationists have overlooked some major 
pieces of the puzzle.  Amazingly, what carved the canyon also explains most of the fascinating 
geological features in the entire area (e.g. Monument Valley, The Petrified Forest, Canyonlands 

& Arches, Canyon de Chelley, etc.).  Furthermore, they all formed very quickly!  What 
happened?!  

SPIDERS! | Sun. 6:40 PM
Repulsive creatures, right?  Perhaps, but spiders are actually quite incredible!  There are three 

basic types of spider, and each one displays amazing capabilities that astound anyone who 
bothers to take a look. They are marvels of design and very beneficial to mankind.  This 

session takes a fun and fascinating look at these creatures in a new light.  Will you hesitate to 
squish the ones you see in your house after seeing this session?……no, probably not!  But 

outside?  That’s another matter!

March 16 & 17


